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Abstract—The convergence speed of machine learning models
trained with Federated Learning is significantly affected by het-
erogeneous data partitions, even more so in a fully decentralized
setting without a central server. In this paper, we show that
the impact of label distribution skew, an important type of data
heterogeneity, can be significantly reduced by carefully designing
the underlying communication topology. We present D-Cliques,
a novel topology that reduces gradient bias by grouping nodes in
sparsely interconnected cliques such that the label distribution
in a clique is representative of the global label distribution. We
also show how to adapt the updates of decentralized SGD to
obtain unbiased gradients and implement an effective momentum
with D-Cliques. Our extensive empirical evaluation on MNIST
and CIFAR10 validates our design and demonstrates that our
approach achieves similar convergence speed as a fully-connected
topology, while providing a significant reduction in the number of
edges and messages. In a 1000-node topology, D-Cliques require
98% less edges and 96% less total messages, with further possible
gains using a small-world topology across cliques.

Index Terms—Decentralized Learning, Federated Learning,
Topology, Heterogeneous Data, Stochastic Gradient Descent

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning is currently shifting from a centralized
paradigm, where training data is located on a single machine
or in a data center, to decentralized ones in which data is
processed where it was naturally produced. This shift is illus-
trated by the rise of Federated Learning (FL) [1]. FL allows
several parties (hospitals, companies, personal devices...) to
collaboratively train machine learning models on their joint
data without centralizing it. Not only does FL avoid the costs
of moving data, but it also mitigates privacy and confidentiality
concerns [2]. Yet, working with natural data distributions
introduces new challenges for learning systems, as local
datasets reflect the usage and production patterns specific to
each participant: in other words, they are heterogeneous. An
important type of data heterogeneity encountered in federated
classification problems, known as label distribution skew [2],
[3], occurs when the frequency of different classes of examples
varies significantly across local datasets. A key challenge in
FL is to design algorithms that can efficiently deal with such
heterogeneous data distributions [2], [4], [5], [3].

Federated learning algorithms can be classified into two
categories depending on the underlying network topology they
run on. In server-based FL, the network is organized according
to a star topology: a central server orchestrates the training
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process by iteratively aggregating model updates received from
the participants (clients) and sending back the aggregated
model [1]. In contrast, fully decentralized FL algorithms
operate over an arbitrary network topology where participants
communicate only with their direct neighbors in the network.
A classic example of such algorithms is Decentralized SGD
(D-SGD) [6], in which participants alternate between local
SGD updates and model averaging with neighboring nodes.

In this paper, we focus on fully decentralized algorithms
as they can generally scale better to the large number of par-
ticipants seen in “cross-device” applications [2]. Effectively,
while a central server may quickly become a bottleneck as
the number of participants increases, the topology used in
fully decentralized algorithms can remain sparse enough such
that all participants need only to communicate with a small
number of other participants, i.e. nodes have small (constant
or logarithmic) degree [6]. In the homogeneous setting where
data is independent and identically distributed (IID) across
nodes, recent work has shown both empirically [6], [7] and
theoretically [8] that sparse topologies like rings or grids do
not significantly affect the convergence speed compared to
using denser topologies.

In contrast to the homogeneous case, our experiments
demonstrate that the impact of topology is extremely significant
under heterogeneous data. This phenomenon is illustrated in
Figure 1: we observe that under label distribution skew, using
a sparse topology clearly jeopardizes the convergence speed of
decentralized SGD.1 This strong impact of data heterogeneity
and its possible interplay with the topology is not well
captured by current theoretical analyses of decentralized FL,
as they model heterogeneity by some (unknown) constant that
bounds the variance of local gradients, independently of the
topology [6], [7], [8], [9]. Motivated by the above empirical
observations, in this paper we address the following question:

Can we design sparse topologies with convergence speed
similar to a fully connected network for problems involving
many participants with label distribution skew?

Specifically, we make the following contributions: (1) We
propose D-Cliques, a sparse topology in which nodes are or-
ganized in interconnected cliques (i.e., locally fully-connected
sets of nodes) such that the joint label distribution of each
clique is close to that of the global distribution; (2) We design

1Unlike in centralized FL [1], [5], [3], this happens even when nodes
perform a single local update before averaging the model with their neighbors.



(a) Ring topology (b) Grid topology (c) Fully-connected topology

Fig. 1: Convergence speed of decentralized SGD with and without label distribution skew for different topologies. The task
is logistic regression on MNIST (see Section IV-A for details on the experimental setup). Bold lines show the average test
accuracy across nodes while thin lines show the minimum and maximum accuracy of individual nodes. While the effect of
topology is negligible for homogeneous data, it is very significant in the heterogeneous case. On a fully-connected network,
both cases converge similarly.

Greedy Swap, a randomized greedy algorithm for constructing
such cliques efficiently; (3) We introduce Clique Averaging,
a modified version of the standard D-SGD algorithm: Clique
Averaging decouples gradient averaging, used for optimizing
local models, from distributed averaging, used to ensure that
all models converge, thereby reducing the bias introduced by
inter-clique connections; (4) We show how Clique Averaging
can be used to implement unbiased momentum that would
otherwise be detrimental in the heterogeneous setting; (5)
Through an extensive experimental study on decentralized
learning of linear models and deep convolutional networks on
MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets, we validate our various design
choices and demonstrate that our approach is able to remove
the effect of label distribution skew while maintaining a sparse
topology; (6) Finally, we demonstrate the scalability of our
approach by considering up to 1000-node networks, in contrast
to most previous work on fully decentralized learning which
performs empirical evaluations on networks with at most a few
tens of nodes [10], [8], [11], [12], [13].

For instance, our results show that under strong label
distribution skew, using D-Cliques in a 1000-node network
requires 98% less edges (18.9 vs 999 edges per participant
on average) to obtain a similar convergence speed as a fully-
connected topology, thereby yielding a 96% reduction in the
total number of required messages (37.8 messages per round
per node on average instead of 999). An additional 22%
improvement is possible when using a small-world inter-clique
topology, with further potential gains at larger scales through
a quasilinear O(n log n) scaling in the number of nodes n.
We also show that D-Cliques empirically provide faster and
more robust convergence than other topologies with a similar
number of edges, such as random graphs and the exponential
graphs recently promoted in [9].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
describe the problem setting in Section II. We then present
the design of D-Cliques in Section III. Section IV compares
D-Cliques to different topologies and algorithmic variations
to demonstrate their benefits, constructed with and without
Greedy Swap in an extensive experimental study. Finally, we

review some related work in Section V, and conclude with
promising directions for future work in Section VI.

II. PROBLEM SETTING

a) Objective: We consider a set N = {1, . . . , n} of n
nodes seeking to collaboratively solve a classification task with
L classes. We denote a labeled data point by a tuple (x, y)
where x represents the data point (e.g., a feature vector) and
y ∈ {1, . . . , L} its label. Each node has access to a local
dataset that follows its own local distribution Di which may
differ from that of other nodes. In this work, we tackle label
distribution skew: formally, this means that the probability
of (x, y) under the local distribution Di of node i, denoted
by pi(x, y), decomposes as pi(x, y) = p(x|y)pi(y), where
pi(y) may vary across nodes. We refer to [2], [3] for concrete
examples of problems with label distribution skew.

The objective is to find the parameters θ of a global model
that performs well on the union of the local distributions by
minimizing the average training loss:

min
θ

1

n

n∑
i=1

E(xi,yi)∼Di
[Fi(θ;xi, yi)], (1)

where (xi, yi) is a data point drawn from Di and Fi is the loss
function on node i. Therefore, E(xi,yi)∼Di

Fi(θ;xi, yi) denotes
the expected loss of model θ over Di.

To collaboratively solve Problem (1), each node can ex-
change messages with its neighbors in an undirected network
graph G = (N,E) where {i, j} ∈ E denotes an edge
(communication channel) between nodes i and j.

b) Training algorithm: In this work, we use the popular
Decentralized Stochastic Gradient Descent algorithm, aka D-
SGD [6]. As shown in Figure 2, a single iteration of D-
SGD at node i consists in sampling a mini-batch from its
local distribution Di, updating its local model θi by taking a
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) step according to the mini-
batch, and performing a weighted average of its local model
with those of its neighbors. This weighted average is defined
by a mixing matrix W , in which Wij corresponds to the weight
of the outgoing connection from node i to j and Wij = 0



1: Require: initial model θ
(0)
i , learning rate γ, mixing

weights W , mini-batch size m, number of steps K
2: for k = 1, . . . ,K do
3: S

(k)
i ← mini-batch of m samples drawn from Di

4: θ
(k− 1

2 )
i ← θ

(k−1)
i − γ∇F (θ(k−1)i ;S

(k)
i )

5: θ
(k)
i ←

∑
j∈N W

(k)
ji θ

(k− 1
2 )

j

Fig. 2: D-SGD algorithm (from the perspective of node i).

for {i, j} /∈ E. To ensure that the local models converge
on average to a stationary point of Problem (1), W must be
doubly stochastic (

∑
j∈N Wij = 1 and

∑
j∈N Wji = 1) and

symmetric, i.e. Wij = Wji [6]. Given a network topology
G = (N,E), we generate a valid W by computing standard
Metropolis-Hasting weights [14]:

Wij =


1

max(degree(i),degree(j))+1 if i 6= j and {i, j} ∈ E,
1−

∑
j 6=iWij if i = j,

0 otherwise.
(2)

III. D-CLIQUES

In this section, we introduce D-Cliques, a topology designed
to compensate for data heterogeneity. We also present some
modifications of D-SGD that leverage some properties of
the proposed topology and enable the implementation of a
successful momentum scheme.

A. Intuition

To give the intuition behind our approach, let us consider the
neighborhood of a single node in a grid topology represented
on Figure 3. Nodes are distributed randomly in the grid and the
colors of a node represent the proportion of each class in its
local dataset. In the homogeneous setting, the label distribution
is the same across nodes: in the example shown in Figure 3a,
all classes are represented in equal proportions on all nodes.
This is not the case in the heterogeneous setting: Figure 3b
shows an extreme case of label distribution skew where each
node holds examples of a single class only.

From the point of view of the center node in Figure 3,
a single training step of D-SGD is equivalent to sampling
a mini-batch five times larger from the union of the local
distributions of neighboring nodes. In the homogeneous case,
since gradients are computed from examples of all classes,
the resulting averaged gradient points in a direction that
tends to reduce the loss across all classes. In contrast, in
the heterogeneous case, the representation of classes in the
immediate neighborhood of the node is different from the
global label distribution (in Figure 3b, only a subset of classes
are represented), thus the gradients will be biased. Importantly,
as the distributed averaging process takes several steps to
converge, this variance persists across iterations as the locally
computed gradients are far from the global average.2 This

2One could perform a sufficiently large number of averaging steps between
each gradient step, but this is too costly in practice.

(a) Homogeneous
data

(b) Heterogeneous
data

Fig. 3: Neighborhood in a grid.

1: Require: maximum clique size M , max steps K, set of all
nodes N = {1, 2, . . . , n}, procedure inter(·) to create
inter-clique connections (see Sec. III-C)

2: DC ← []
3: while N 6= ∅ do
4: C ← sample M nodes from N at random
5: N ← N \ C; DC.append(C)
6: for k ∈ {1, . . . ,K} do
7: C1, C2 ← random sample of 2 elements from DC
8: s← skew(C1) + skew(C2)
9: swaps← []

10: for i ∈ C1, j ∈ C2 do
11: s′ ← skew(C1 \ {i}∪ {j})+ skew(C2 \ {j}∪ {i})
12: if s′ < s then
13: swaps.append((i, j))
14: if len(swaps) > 0 then
15: (i, j)← random element from swaps
16: C1 ← C1 \ {i} ∪ {j};C2 ← C2 \ {j} ∪ {i}
17: E ← {(i, j) : C ∈ DC, i, j ∈ C, i 6= j} return topology

G = (N,E ∪ inter(DC))
Fig. 4: Greedy-Swap algorithm for D-Cliques construction.

can significantly slow down convergence speed to the point
of making decentralized optimization impractical.

With D-Cliques, we address label distribution skew by
carefully designing a network topology composed of locally
representative cliques while maintaining sparse inter-clique
connections only.

B. Constructing Locally Representative Cliques

D-Cliques construct a topology in which each node is part
of a clique (i.e., a subset of nodes whose induced subgraph is
fully connected) such that the label distribution in each clique
is close to the global label distribution. Formally, for a label
y and a clique composed of nodes C ⊆ N , we denote by
pC(y) = 1

|C|
∑
i∈C pi(y) the distribution of y in C and by

p(y) = 1
n

∑
i∈N pi(y) its global distribution. We measure the

skew of C by the L1 distance, i.e. the sum of the absolute
differences of pC(y) and p(y) over y, which is a commonly



used measure of distance between histograms:

skew(C) =
L∑
l=1

|pC(y = l)− p(y = l)|. (3)

To efficiently construct a set of cliques with small skew,
we propose Greedy-Swap (Figure 4). The parameter M is the
maximum size of cliques and controls the number of intra-
clique edges. We start by initializing cliques at random. Then,
for a certain number of steps K, we randomly pick two cliques
and swap two of their nodes so as to decrease the sum of skews
of the two cliques. The swap is chosen randomly among the
ones that decrease the skew, hence this algorithm can be seen
as a form of randomized greedy algorithm.

In practice, Greedy-Swap may be executed by a single party
(which could be one of the nodes): in this case, each node i
should send to this party its label distribution pi(y) at each
node i. Alternatively, Greedy-Swap may be executed in a
decentralized fashion, e.g. with a leader-based implementation,
as follows. We assume that each node has a unique, randomly
assigned identifier. As a pre-processing step, the global label
distribution p(y) is computed by running a standard decen-
tralized averaging algorithm (e.g. [15]) so that all nodes know
p(y). Cliques are initialized using the random identifiers and
in each clique, the node with smallest identifier becomes the
clique leader. Leaders from each clique then randomly sample
other leaders with peer sampling [16] to find potential swap
candidates. Once a leader l1 has found another leader l2,
l1 sends the label distributions of all its individual clique
members to l2, who compares the distributions to its own and
picks a pair of nodes to swap such that the sum of the skew of
both cliques will decrease. After a swap, the leaders of each
clique update their clique members with the new memberships
(including the leaders if needed). Swapping continues for a
predefined number of steps or until the topology stabilizes.

Remark 1 (Clique Size): In practice, the clique size is chosen
such that each class can be represented in each clique, which
can be inferred from the label distributions across nodes, but
no bigger than the maximum communication budget desired
for each node, which depends on the deployment environment
and system constraints. In general, the larger the clique size,
the faster the convergence (in number of rounds), but the
higher the communication costs per round. The best clique
size can be tuned empirically based on the trade-off between
communication cost and clique skew.

Remark 2 (Privacy): Constructing cliques with Greedy-
Swap only requires nodes to reveal their local label pro-
portions (i.e., a histogram with L bins), which is compact
and aggregated information. To further reduce the leakage in
applications where the label membership of a data point may
be sensitive information, techniques from differential privacy
[17] can be readily used. In particular, given the desired
privacy level ε > 0 (the smaller, the more privacy), each
node i can share a private histogram by adding independent
centered Laplace noise with standard deviation σ = 1/(miε)
to each entry of its true histogram, where mi is the number of

examples at node i. This gives an unbiased estimate of the true
histogram with a variance that increases with the desired pri-
vacy level. Thus, the skew of cliques, and thereby the resulting
convergence speed of D-SGD, will be inversely proportional
to the privacy level. In the limit of ε → 0 (perfect privacy),
the allocation of nodes in cliques will become fully random.
However, for a reasonable privacy budget (say ε = 1, which
is generally considered as a good guarantee) and mi ' 500
as used for all experiments with 100 nodes in Section IV, the
impact of privacy will be negligible as σ ' 0.002.

The key idea of D-Cliques, implemented by the above
Greedy-Swap algorithm, is to ensure the clique-level label
distribution pC(y) matches closely the global distribution p(y).
As a consequence, the local models of nodes across cliques
will remain rather close throughout the iterations of D-SGD.
Therefore, a sparse inter-clique topology can be used, signif-
icantly reducing the total number of edges without slowing
down the convergence. We discuss some possible choices for
this inter-clique topology in the following section.

C. Adding Sparse Inter-Clique Connections

To ensure a global consensus and convergence, we introduce
inter-clique connections between a small number of node
pairs that belong to different cliques, thereby implementing
the inter procedure called at the end of Figure 4. We
aim to ensure that the degree of each node remains low and
balanced so as to make the network topology well-suited to
decentralized federated learning. We consider several choices
of inter-clique topology, which offer different scalings for the
number of required edges and the average distance between
nodes in the resulting graph.

The ring has (almost) the fewest possible number of edges
for the graph to be connected: in this case, each clique is
connected to exactly two other cliques by a single edge. This
topology requires only O( nM ) inter-clique edges but suffers an
O(n) average distance between nodes.

The fractal topology provides a logarithmic bound on the
average distance. In this hierarchical scheme, cliques are
arranged in larger groups of M cliques that are connected
internally with one edge per pair of cliques, but with only one
edge between pairs of larger groups. The topology is built
recursively such that M groups will themselves form a larger
group at the next level up. This results in at most M edges per
node if edges are evenly distributed: i.e., each group within
the same level adds at most M − 1 edges to other groups,
leaving one node per group with M−1 edges that can receive
an additional edge to connect with other groups at the next
level. Since nodes have at most M edges, the total number of
inter-clique edges is at most nM edges.

We can also design an inter-clique topology in which the
number of edges scales in a log-linear fashion by following a
small-world-like topology [18] applied on top of a ring [19].
In this scheme, cliques are first arranged in a ring. Then each
clique adds symmetric edges, both clockwise and counter-
clockwise on the ring, with the c closest cliques in sets of
cliques that are exponentially bigger the further they are on the



Fig. 5: D-Cliques with n = 100, M = 10 and a fully con-
nected inter-clique topology on a problem with 1 class/node.

ring (see extended paper [20] for details on the construction).
This topology ensures a good connectivity with other cliques
that are close on the ring, while keeping the average distance
small. This scheme uses O(c nM log n

M ) edges, i.e. log-linear
in n.

Finally, we can consider a fully connected inter-clique
topology such that each clique has exactly one edge with
each of the other cliques, spreading these additional edges
equally among the nodes of a clique, as illustrated in Figure 5.
This has the advantage of bounding the distance between any
pair of nodes to 3 but requires O( n

2

M2 ) inter-clique edges, i.e.
quadratic in n.

D. Optimizing over D-Cliques with Clique Averaging and
Momentum

While limiting the number of inter-clique connections re-
duces the amount of messages traveling on the network, it
also introduces a form of bias. Figure 6 illustrates the problem
on the simple case of two cliques connected by one inter-
clique edge (here, between the green node of the left clique
and the pink node of the right clique). In this example, each
node holds example of a single class. Let us focus on node
A. With weights computed as in (2), node A’s self-weight is
12
110 , the weight between A and the green node connected to
B is 10

110 , and all other neighbors of A have a weight of 11
110 .

Therefore, the gradient at A is biased towards its own class
(pink) and against the green class. A similar bias holds for
all other nodes without inter-clique edges with respect to their
respective classes. For node B, all its edge weights (including
its self-weight) are equal to 1

11 . However, the green class is
represented twice (once as a clique neighbor and once from
the inter-clique edge), while all other classes are represented
only once. This biases the gradient toward the green class. The
combined effect of these two sources of bias is to increase the
variance of the local models across nodes.

a) Clique Averaging: We address this problem by adding
Clique Averaging to D-SGD (Figure 7), which essentially
decouples gradient averaging from model averaging. The idea
is to use only the gradients of neighbors within the same clique
to compute the average gradient so as to remove the bias due to
inter-clique edges. In contrast, all neighbors’ models (includ-
ing those in different cliques) participate in model averaging
as in the original version. Adding Clique Averaging requires
gradients to be sent separately from the model parameters: the

Fig. 6: Illustrating the bias induced by inter-clique connections
(see main text for details).

1: Require initial model θ(0)i , learning rate γ, mixing weights
W , mini-batch size m, number of steps K

2: for k = 1, . . . ,K do
3: S

(k)
i ← mini-batch of m samples drawn from Di

4: g
(k)
i ← 1

|Clique(i)|
∑
j∈Clique(i)∇F (θ

(k−1)
j ;S

(k)
j )

5: θ
(k− 1

2 )
i ← θ

(k−1)
i − γg(k)i

6: θ
(k)
i ←

∑
j∈N W

(k)
ji θ

(k− 1
2 )

j

Fig. 7: D-SGD with Clique Averaging (perspective of node i).

number of messages exchanged between nodes is therefore
twice their number of edges.

b) Implementing momentum with Clique Averaging:
Efficiently training high capacity models usually requires addi-
tional optimization techniques. In particular, momentum [21]
increases the magnitude of the components of the gradient that
are shared between several consecutive steps, and is critical for
deep convolutional networks like LeNet [22], [3] to converge
quickly. However, a direct application of momentum in data
heterogeneous settings can actually be very detrimental and
even fail to converge, as we will show in our experiments
(Figure 10 in Section IV). Clique Averaging allows us to
reduce the bias in the momentum by using the clique-level
average gradient g(k)i of Figure 7:

v
(k)
i ← mv

(k−1)
i + g

(k)
i . (4)

It then suffices to modify the original gradient step to apply
momentum:

θ
(k− 1

2 )
i ← θ

(k−1)
i − γv(k)i . (5)

IV. EVALUATION

To validate our design choices and demonstrate the ability
of D-Cliques to remove the effect of label skew, we focus our
investigation on concrete experiments. This is complementary
to existing theoretical analyses of D-SGD, which hold for D-
Cliques but are unable to capture its benefits. Indeed, in these
formal convergence results, the effect of data heterogeneity is
abstracted away with the use of unknown constants that bound
the variance of local gradients, and the effect of topology
is analyzed independently [6], [7], [8], [9]. In contrast, our
experiments show that a careful data-dependent design of the
topology significantly improves the convergence speed under
data heterogeneity, suggesting that the usually overlooked
constants and the interplay with topology have a major impact.



Our experiments have motivated refined analyses that can
theoretically explain the benefits of our approach [23], [24].

Below, we first describe our experimental setup. We then
compare D-Cliques to alternative topologies to show the
benefits and relevance of our main design choices. We also
evaluate different inter-clique topologies to further reduce the
number of inter-clique connections so as to gracefully scale
with the number of nodes. Then, we further show the impact
of removing intra-clique edges. Finally, we show that Greedy
Swap (Alg. 4) constructs cliques efficiently with consistently
lower skew than random cliques.

A. Experimental Setup

Our main goal is to provide a fair comparison of the
convergence speed across different topologies and algorithmic
variations, in order to validate our design choices and show
that D-Cliques can remove much of the effects of label
distribution skew.

In our study, we focus our investigation on the convergence
speed, rather than the final accuracy after a fixed number of
iterations. Indeed, depending on when training is stopped, the
relative difference in final accuracy across different algorithms
may vary significantly and lead to different conclusions. In-
stead of relying on somewhat arbitrary stopping points, we
show the convergence curves of generalization performance
(i.e., the accuracy on the test set throughout training), up
to a point where it is clear that the different approaches
have converged, will not make significantly more progress,
or behave essentially the same.

a) Datasets: We experiment with two datasets:
MNIST [25] and CIFAR10 [26], which both have L = 10
classes. For MNIST, we use 50k and 10k examples from
the original 60k training set for training and validation
respectively. We use all 10k examples of the test set to
measure prediction accuracy. The validation set preserves
the original unbalanced ratio of the classes in the test set,
and the remaining examples become the training set. For
CIFAR10, classes are evenly balanced: we initially used
45k/50k images of the original training set for training,
5k/50k for validation, and all 10k examples of the test set for
measuring prediction accuracy. After tuning hyper-parameters
on initial experiments, we then used all 50k images of the
original training set for training for all experiments, as the
45k did not split evenly in 1000 nodes with the partitioning
scheme explained in the next paragraph.

For both MNIST and CIFAR10, we use the heterogeneous
data partitioning scheme proposed by McMahan et al. [1] in
their seminal FL work: we sort all training examples by class,
then split the list into shards of equal size, and randomly assign
two shards to each node. When the number of examples of
one class does not divide evenly in shards, as is the case
for MNIST, some shards may have examples of more than
one class and therefore nodes may have examples of up to
4 classes. However, most nodes will have examples of 2
classes. The varying number of classes, as well as the varying

distribution of examples within a single node, makes the task
of creating cliques with low skew nontrivial.

b) Models: We use a logistic regression classifier for
MNIST, which provides up to 92.5% accuracy in the cen-
tralized setting. For CIFAR10, we use a Group-Normalized
variant of LeNet [3], a deep convolutional network which
achieves an accuracy of 74.15% in the centralized setting.
These models are thus reasonably accurate (which is sufficient
to study the effect of the topology) while being sufficiently fast
to train in a fully decentralized setting and simple enough to
configure and analyze. Regarding hyper-parameters, we jointly
optimize the learning rate and mini-batch size on the validation
set for 100 nodes, obtaining respectively 0.1 and 128 for
MNIST and 0.002 and 20 for CIFAR10. For CIFAR10, we
additionally use a momentum of 0.9.

c) Metrics: We evaluate 100- and 1000-node networks
by creating multiple models in memory and simulating the
exchange of messages between nodes. To ignore the impact
of distributed execution strategies and system optimization
techniques, we report the test accuracy of all nodes (min,
max, average) as a function of the number of times each
example of the dataset has been sampled by a node, i.e.
an epoch. This is equivalent to the classic case of a single
node sampling the full distribution. To further make results
comparable across different number of nodes, we lower the
batch size proportionally to the number of nodes added, and
inversely, e.g. on MNIST, 128 with 100 nodes vs. 13 with
1000 nodes. This ensures the same number of model updates
and averaging per epoch, allowing a fair comparison.3

d) Baselines: We compare our results against an ideal
baseline: a fully-connected network topology with the same
number of nodes. All other things being equal, any other
topology using less edges will converge at the same speed or
slower: this is therefore the most difficult and general baseline
to compare against. This baseline is also essentially equivalent
to a centralized (single) IID node using a batch size n times
bigger, where n is the number of nodes. Both a fully-connected
network and a single IID node effectively optimize a single
model and sample uniformly from the global distribution: both
thus remove entirely the effect of label distribution skew and
of the network topology on the optimization. In practice, we
prefer a fully-connected network because it converges slightly
faster and obtains slightly better final accuracy than a single
node sampling randomly from the global distribution.4

We also provide comparisons against popular sparse topolo-
gies, such as random graphs and exponential graphs [9].

B. D-Cliques Match the Convergence Speed of Fully-
Connected with a Fraction of the Edges

In this first experiment, we show that D-Cliques with Clique
Averaging (and momentum when mentioned) converges al-

3Updating and averaging models after every example can eliminate the
impact of label distribution skew. However, the resulting communication
overhead is impractical.

4We conjecture that an heterogeneous data partition in a fully-connected
network may force more balanced representation of all classes in the union
of all mini-batches, leading to better convergence.



most as fast as a fully-connected network on both MNIST
and CIFAR10. Figure 8 illustrates the convergence speed of
D-Cliques with n = 100 nodes on MNIST (with Clique Aver-
aging) and CIFAR10 (with Clique Averaging and momentum).
Observe that the convergence speed is very close to that of a
fully-connected topology, and significantly better than with a
ring or a grid (see Figure 1). It also has less variance than
both the ring and grid.

(a) MNIST (b) CIFAR10 (w/ momentum)

Fig. 8: Comparison on 100 heterogeneous nodes (2
shards/node) between a fully-connected network and D-
Cliques (fully-connected) constructed with Greedy Swap (10
cliques of 10 nodes) using Clique Averaging. Bold line is the
average accuracy over all nodes. Thinner upper and lower lines
are maximum and minimum accuracy over all nodes.

C. Clique Averaging is Beneficial and Sometimes Necessary

In this experiment, we perform an ablation study of the
effect of Clique Averaging. Figure 9 shows that Clique Aver-
aging (Figure 7) reduces the variance of models across nodes
and slightly accelerates the convergence on MNIST. Recall
that Clique Averaging induces a small additional cost, as
gradients and models need to be sent in two separate rounds
of messages. Nonetheless, compared to fully connecting all
nodes, the total number of messages per round for 100 nodes
is reduced by ≈ 80%.

Fig. 9: MNIST: Effect of Clique Averaging on D-Cliques
(fully-connected) with 10 cliques of 10 heterogeneous nodes
(100 nodes). Y axis starts at 89.

The effect of Clique Averaging is much more pronounced on
CIFAR10, as can be seen in Figure 10, especially when used in
combination with momentum. Without Clique Averaging, the
use of momentum is actually detrimental. With Clique Averag-
ing, the situation reverses and momentum is again beneficial.
The combination of both has the fastest convergence speed and
the lowest variance among all four possibilities. We believe

that the gains obtained with Clique Averaging are larger on
CIFAR10 than on MNIST because the model we train on
CIFAR10 (a deep convolutional network) has much higher
capacity than the linear model used for MNIST. The resulting
highly nonconvex objective increases the sensitivity of local
updates to small differences in the gradients, making them
point in different directions, as observed by Kong et al. [13]
even in the homogeneous setting. Clique Averaging helps to
reduce this effect by reducing the bias in local gradients.

(a) Without Clique Averaging (b) With Clique Averaging

Fig. 10: CIFAR10: Effect of Clique Averaging, without
and with momentum, on D-Cliques (fully-connected) with 10
cliques of 10 heterogeneous nodes (100 nodes).

D. D-Cliques Converge Faster than Random and Exponential
Graphs

In this experiment, we compare D-Cliques to a random
graph and an exponential graph [9].

For the random graph, we use a similar number of edges
(10) per node to determine whether a simple sparse topology
could work equally well. To ensure a fair comparison, because
a random graph does not support Clique Averaging, we do not
use it for D-Cliques either. Figure 11 shows that even without
Clique Averaging, D-Cliques converge faster and with lower
variance. Furthermore, the use of momentum in a random
graph is detrimental, similar to D-Cliques without the use of
Clique Averaging (see Figure 10a). D-Cliques converge faster
and with less variance even if we force the local neighborhoods
of the random graph to be representative of the global label
distribution (see the appendix of the extended version of
this paper [20], as the experiment requires a different data
partitioning scheme for a fair comparison).

For the exponential graph, we follow the deterministic
construction of [9] and consider edges to be undirected as
required by D-SGD, resulting in 14 edges per node. Figure 12
shows that D-Cliques converge faster and with less variance,
despite the exponential graph having 1.4 times more edges.

These experiments show that a careful design of the topol-
ogy is indeed necessary, especially regarding the skew in the
neighborhood of each node. In addition, it appears that the
“bounded data heterogeneity” assumption, typically used in
convergence theorems to compare different algorithms and
topologies [6], [7], [8], [9], overlooks the major role that
the choice of topology (e.g., one that ensures clustered rep-
resentative neighborhoods like D-Cliques) may have on the
convergence speed.



(a) MNIST (b) CIFAR10

Fig. 11: Comparison on 100 heterogeneous nodes between
D-Cliques (fully-connected) with 10 cliques of size 10 and
a random graph with 10 edges per node without Clique
Averaging or momentum.

(a) MNIST (b) CIFAR10

Fig. 12: Comparison on 100 heterogeneous nodes between
D-Cliques (fully-connected) with 10 cliques of size 10 and an
exponential graph with 14 undirected edges per node without
Clique Averaging or momentum.

E. D-Cliques Scale with Sparser Inter-Clique Topologies

In this experiment, we explore the trade-offs between scal-
ability and convergence speed induced by the several sparse
inter-clique topologies introduced in Section III-C. Figure 13
and Figure 14 show the convergence speed respectively on
MNIST and CIFAR10 on a larger network of 1000 nodes,
compared to the ideal baseline of a fully-connected net-
work representing the fastest convergence speed achievable
if topology had no impact. Among the linear schemes, the
ring topology converges but is much slower than our fractal
scheme. Among the super-linear schemes, the small-world
topology has a convergence speed that is almost the same as
with a fully-connected inter-clique topology but with 22% less
edges (14.5 edges on average instead of 18.9).

While the small-world inter-clique topology shows promis-
ing scaling behavior, the fully-connected inter-clique topology
still offers significant benefits with 1000 nodes, as it represents
a 98% reduction in the number of edges compared to fully
connecting individual nodes (18.9 edges on average instead
of 999) and a 96% reduction in the number of messages
(37.8 messages per round per node on average instead of
999). We refer to an extended version of this paper [20]
for additional results comparing the convergence speed across
different number of nodes. Overall, these results show that
D-Cliques can gracefully scale with the number of nodes.

(a) Linear (b) Super- and Quasi-Linear

Fig. 13: MNIST: D-Cliques convergence speed with 1000
nodes (10 nodes per clique, same number of updates per epoch
as 100 nodes, i.e. batch-size 10x less per node) and different
inter-clique topologies.

(a) Linear (b) Super- and Quasi-Linear

Fig. 14: CIFAR10: D-Cliques convergence speed with 1000
nodes (10 nodes per clique, same number of updates per epoch
as 100 nodes, i.e. batch-size 10x less per node) and different
inter-clique topologies.

F. Full Intra-Clique Connectivity is Necessary

In this experiment, we measure the impact of removing
intra-clique edges to assess how critical full connectivity is
within cliques. We choose edges to remove among the 45
undirected edges present in cliques of size 10. The removal
of an edge removes the connection in both directions. We
remove 1 and 5 edges randomly, respectively 2.2% and 11% of
intra-clique edges. Figure 15 shows that for MNIST, when not
using Clique Averaging, removing edges decreases slightly the
convergence speed and increases the variance between nodes.
When using Clique Averaging, removing up to 5 edges does
not noticeably affect the convergence speed and variance.

(a) Without Clique Averaging (b) With Clique Averaging

Fig. 15: MNIST: Impact of intra-clique edge removal on D-
Cliques (fully-connected) with 10 cliques of 10 heterogeneous
nodes (100 nodes). Y axis starts at 89.



In contrast, Figure 16 shows that for CIFAR10, the impact
is stronger. We show the results with and without Clique
Averaging with momentum in both cases, as momentum is
critical for obtaining the best convergence speed on CIFAR10.
Without Clique Averaging, removing edges has a small effect
on convergence speed and variance, but the convergence speed
is too slow to be practical. With Clique Averaging, removing
a single edge has a small but noticeable effect. Strikingly,
removing 5 edges per clique significantly damages the con-
vergence and yields a sharp increase in the variance across
nodes. Therefore, while D-Cliques can tolerate the removal of
some intra-clique edges when training simple linear models
and datasets as in MNIST, fast convergence speed and low
variance requires full or nearly full connectivity when using
high-capacity models and more difficult datasets. This is in
line with the observations made in Section IV-C regarding
the effect of Clique Averaging. Again, these results show
the relevance of our design choices, including the choice of
constructing fully connected cliques.

(a) Without Clique Averaging (b) With Clique Averaging

Fig. 16: CIFAR10: Impact of intra-clique edge removal (with
momentum) on D-Cliques (fully-connected) with 10 cliques
of 10 heterogeneous nodes (100 nodes).

G. Greedy Swap Improves Random Cliques at an Affordable
Cost

In the next two sub-sections, we compare cliques built
with Greedy Swap (Alg. 4) to Random Cliques, a simple and
obvious baseline, on their quality (skew), the cost of their
construction, and their convergence speed.

1) Cliques with Low Skew can be Constructed Efficiently
with Greedy Swap: We compared the final average skew of
10 cliques with 10 nodes each (for n = 100) created either
randomly or with Greedy Swap, over 100 experiments after
1000 steps. Figure 18, in the form of an histogram, shows
that Greedy Swap generates cliques of significantly lower
skew, close to 0 in a majority of cases for both MNIST and
CIFAR10.

Figure 18 shows such a low skew can be achieved in less
than 400 steps for both MNIST and CIFAR10. In practice
it takes less than 6 seconds in Python 3.7 on a Macbook Pro
2020 for a network of 100 nodes and cliques of size 10. Greedy
Swap is therefore fast and efficient. Moreover, it illustrates the
fact that a global imbalance in the number of examples across
classes makes the construction of cliques with low skew harder
and slower.

(a) MNIST (b) CIFAR10

Fig. 17: Final quality of cliques (skew) with a maximum size
of 10 over 100 experiments in a network of 100 nodes.

Fig. 18: Skew decrease during clique construction of 10
cliques of 10 heterogeneous nodes (100 nodes). Bold line is
the average over 100 experiments. Thin lines are respectively
the minimum and maximum over all experiments. In wall-
clock time, 1000 steps take less than 6 seconds in Python 3.7
on a MacBook Pro 2020.

2) Cliques built with Greedy Swap Converge Faster than
Random Cliques: Figure 19 compares the convergence speed
of cliques optimized with Greedy Swap for 1000 steps with
cliques built randomly (equivalent to Greedy Swap with 0
steps). For both MNIST and CIFAR10, convergence speed
increases significantly and variance between nodes decreases
dramatically. Decreasing the skew of cliques is therefore
critical to convergence speed.

(a) MNIST (b) CIFAR10

Fig. 19: Convergence speed of D-Cliques constructed ran-
domly vs Greedy Swap with 10 cliques of 10 heterogeneous
nodes (100 nodes).

H. Additional Experiments on Extreme Label Distribution
Skew

In an extended version of this paper [20], we replicate
experimental results on an extreme case of label distribution
skew where each node only has examples of a single class.



These results consistently show that our approach remains
effective even for extremely skewed label distributions.

V. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review some related work on dealing
with heterogeneous data in federated learning, and on the role
of topology in fully decentralized algorithms.

a) Dealing with heterogeneity in server-based FL: Data
heterogeneity is not much of an issue in server-based FL if
clients send their parameters to the server after each gradient
update. Problems arise when participants perform multiple
local updates to reduce the number of communication rounds,
as in the popular FedAvg algorithm [1]. Indeed, data hetero-
geneity can prevent such algorithms from converging to a good
solution [3], [5]. This led to the design of algorithms that are
specifically designed to mitigate the impact of heterogeneity
while performing multiple local updates, using adaptive client
sampling [3], update corrections [5] or regularization in the
local objective [4]. Another direction is to embrace the hetero-
geneity by learning personalized models for each client [27],
[28], [29], [30], [31]. We note that recent work explores rings
of server-based topologies [32], but the focus is not on dealing
with heterogeneous data but to make server-based FL more
scalable to a large number of clients.

b) Dealing with heterogeneity in fully decentralized FL:
Data heterogeneity is known to negatively impact the conver-
gence speed of fully decentralized FL algorithms in practice
[33]. Aside from approaches that aim to learn personalized
models [34], [35], this motivated the design of algorithms with
modified updates based on variance reduction [10], momentum
correction [11], cross-gradient aggregation [12], or multiple
averaging steps between updates (see [13], and references
therein). These algorithms typically require significantly more
communication and/or computation, and have only been eval-
uated on small-scale networks with a few tens of nodes.5 In
contrast, we focus on the design of a sparse topology which
compensates for the effect of heterogeneous data and scales
to large networks. We do not modify the simple and efficient
D-SGD algorithm [6] beyond removing some neighbor con-
tributions that otherwise bias the gradient direction.

c) Impact of topology in fully decentralized FL: It is
well known that the choice of network topology can affect
the convergence of fully decentralized algorithms. In theoret-
ical convergence rates, this is typically accounted for by a
dependence on the spectral gap of the network, see for instance
[36], [37], [6], [38], [9]. However, for homogeneous (IID) data,
practice contradicts these classic results as fully decentralized
algorithms have been observed to converge essentially as fast
on sparse topologies like rings or grids as they do on a
fully connected network [6], [7]. Recent work [8], [13] sheds
light on this phenomenon with refined convergence analyses
based on differences between gradients or parameters across

5We also observed that [10] is subject to numerical instabilities when run on
topologies other than rings. When the rows and columns of W do not exactly
sum to 1 (due to finite precision), these small differences get amplified by
the proposed updates and make the algorithm diverge.

nodes, which are typically smaller in the homogeneous case.
However, these results do not give any clear insight regarding
the role of the topology in the presence of heterogeneous
data. Indeed, in all of the above analyses, the impact of data
heterogeneity is abstracted away through (unknown) constants
that bound the variance of local gradients, independently of
the topology. We note that some work has gone into designing
topologies to optimize the use of network resources (see e.g.,
[39]), but the topology is chosen independently of how data
is distributed across nodes.

In summary, the interplay between the network topology
and data heterogeneity is not well understood and we are not
aware of prior work focusing on this question. This paper is
the first to show that an appropriate choice of data-dependent
topology can effectively compensate for heterogeneous data.
We note that our work has already started to inspire refined
theoretical analyses of D-SGD that now consider the effect of
the neighborhood data distribution on the averaged gradient
and can formally explain the benefits of D-Cliques [23], [24].

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed D-Cliques, a sparse topology that obtains
similar convergence speed as a fully-connected network in
the presence of label distribution skew. D-Cliques is based on
assembling subsets of nodes into cliques such that the clique-
level class distribution is representative of the global distribu-
tion, thereby locally recovering homogeneity of data. Cliques
are connected together by a sparse inter-clique topology so that
they quickly converge to the same model. We proposed Clique
Averaging to remove the bias in gradient computation due
to non-homogeneous averaging neighborhood by averaging
gradients only with other nodes within the clique. Clique
Averaging can in turn be used to implement an effective
momentum. Through our extensive set of experiments, we
showed that the clique structure of D-Cliques is critical in
obtaining these results and that a small-world inter-clique
topology with only O(n log n) edges achieves a very good
compromise between convergence speed and scalability with
the number of nodes.

The ideas of D-Cliques can be useful to implement fully
decentralized learning in a wider range of heterogeneous
environments. Future works include evaluating D-Cliques in
more challenging settings (node failures including adversaries,
arrival and departure of nodes, non-uniform latency between
pairs of nodes) and dynamically constructing the topology
while optimizing the model. More general types of data hetero-
geneity could be tackled: An important example is covariate
shift or feature distribution skew [2], for which local density
estimates could be used as basis to construct cliques that
approximately recover the global distribution.
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